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ABSTRACT

UKAEA methods embodied in the WINS E modular scheme of codes are described
in their application to the analysis of zero energy experiments performed
on the DRAGON reactor. Measured reactivity and reaction rate distributions
are compared with the predictions of the analysis.
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INTRODUCTION

For its reactor physios work in the past the DRAGON Project has relied on
codes suoh as MUPO, CREAM and GAUGEr'which originated from GA codes like GAM
and GATHER and their associated libraries.
Following AEE Winfrith's extensive
programme of experiments and methods development for the HTR system an attractive
alternative exists in the modular WTMS E scheme with its own, widely accepted
cross section library.
Calculation of reaction rate distributions in the Dragon reactor is difficult
because of the small size and irregular nature of the core. Leakage into the
reflector is high and the reactor is controlled by absorbers inserted in the
radial reflector. Spectrum variations associated with the reflector are large
and affect a high proportion of the core. It was thought that the extent
and versatility of the physics methods embodied in WIMS E, particularly the
3-dimensional capabilities, would be of great benefit in coping with these
features of the Dragon reactor. Thus it was proposed that WIMS E should be
used for the analysis of three zero energy experiments performed on the Dragon
reactor prior to Charge IV; both the experiments and the analyses were
covered by collaborative agreements between the UKAEA and the Dragon Project.
It was envisaged that the Dragon Project would collect and process all the
data required for the analysis as well as performing a number of important
preliminary investigations to specify methods of treating certain features
that are peculiar to the Dragon reactor. The analysis of the first experiment
would be performed by the UKAEA but the evaluation of the results and execution
of subsequent analyses would be a joint exercise. This approach would enable
Dragon personnel to become fully conversant with WIMS E. Evaluation of the
detailed analyses of these experiments was expected to lead ultimately to a
better understanding of the accuracies that sponsors of fuel experiments might
expect from in-core history following and core planning calculations.

Because the amount of work involved in collecting and processing the data was
greater than expected and because of staff shortages within the Dragon Project
the proposed programme had to be severely reduced. As a result only a
preliminaiy analysis of one experiment has been completed. However, much of
the time was occupied in collecting and processing data for core and reflector
components that are common to all three experiments. Since the remaining
experiments differed only in the mode of control rod operation subsequent
analyses could be performed much more quickly0 Indeed the modular form of
WIMS E and its archival and retrieval system would greatly facilitate such
a continuation of the programme.
Seotion 2 of this paper describes the Dragon reactor and the ZEX experiments.
Section 3 covers data collection and processing and the method of analysis is
considered in Section 4. The results of the analysis are reported in
Sections 5 and 6. Section 7 considers the implications for future work and a
summary is presented in Section 8e
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2.

TOE DRAGON REACTOR AND THE ZERO ENERGY EXPERIMENTS

The DRAGON reactor is an irradiation facility for testing HTR materials and
designs in operating conditions. At full power it produces 20 MW thermal
power with helium inlet and outlet temperatures of )00°C and 800°C respectively.
However during the zero energy experiments the reactor was operated at close
to the ambient temperature with an atmosphere of nitrogen at atmospheric pressure.
A vertical cross section of the reactor is shown schematically in Figure 1. The
core is 1.6 m high and consists of 37 fuel elements on a pitch of 16.8 cms
as shown in Figure 2. Ten different design types of fuel element were loaded
for the experiments, eaoh type exhibiting a different internal geometry. Each
element had different material compositions; element loadings between 100-700 g
for U-235 and 1 5-6000 g for U-238 are shown in Figure 3 and, in addition,
some elements contained Th-232. Seventeen of the 37 elements contained burnt
fuel in some of their channels. Furthermore the differences in element design
also affeot the specification of the axial reflectors which are an integral
part of eaoh fuel element.
The most common element design, type D16, is shown in Figures 4 and 5* It
consists of 7 fuel channels cn a pitch of 6.35 cms; the central channel contains
experimental fuel and the six surrounding channels usually contain highly enriched
driver fuel. Each fuelled channel consists of 3 fuel pins separated by graphite
end caps that can have a significant effect on the axial power shape.
Control rods are positioned in the radial reflector (Figure 2) and consist
of 4 unequal linked sections. Measurements were made for 3 control rod patterns
although the analysis has only been performed for one of these, the IN/OOT mode,
in which 8 rods are fully inserted and the rest fully withdrawn. The main
objective of the experiments was a comprehensive set of U-235 fission rate
measurements(2). For eaoh control rod pattern two irradiations of highly
enriched uranium metal foils were made to define axial and radial power shapes.
For the IN/OUT mode only, check measurements were made of Pi^Aj fission rate
ratios in 3 elements, fast fission rate ratios (FFR’s) in two elements and
relative conversion ratios (RCR’s) in a single element*
In 8 fuel elements of type Dt6 the U-235 fission rate measurements were made by
irradiating foils having an 8.6 mm diameter in the central coolant channel
of each outer driver channel (Figure 5). However, for the central D5
element a different experimental technique was adopted using particularly
small foils having a 2.8 mm diameter to fit in the trefoil coolant channels
(Figure 5).
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The measurements were concentrated in a sector of the core as shown in
Figure 2. For the IN/OUT mode the two irradiations were referred to as 1A and
1B. The consistency of the repeat measurements of U-235 fission rates was
generally good, with the exception that some of the foils in the central
element 0/0 appear to have been misplaced in irradiation 1A (see Reference 2,
p.8). However the results of the reaction rate ratio measurements showed a
number of inconsistencies which have not been explained (Reference 2, p.12).
Since insufficient experimental data is available to resolve these uncertainties
no firm conclusions can be based on the analysis of these results. The analysis
has therefore been concentrated on the U-235 fission rate measurements which
were the principal aim of the experiments.
3. DATA COLLECTION AND PROCESSINGData for each of the 37 fuel elements was supplied by the Dragon Project
in the form of data catalogues^) which covered both macroscopic data and
fuel particle data required for resonance shielding calculations. Dragon
Project internal documents, for example DPFED's and FID's, provided much
of the design and manufacturing data; however the high quality of data
required for the zero energy experiment evaluation made it extremely difficult
to trace a complete and consistent set of data from these manufacturing
records which were laid out to suit the much more relaxed requirements of
the Dragon irradiation programme and the sponsors of the particular irradiation
experiments. The preparation of the required high quality data thus turned
out to be a very difficult and time consuming exercise. Data collection and
processing into a form acceptable to physics codes such as WIMS would greatly
benefit from a consistent automated treatment.
Some of the elements had been previously irradiated in Charge III although none
of these was situated in the sector of the core where the measurements were
made. For these elements temperature and power profiles during the irradiation
were supplied as core mean values for 3 equal axial zones with ratings supplied
for experimental and driver channels separately^W.
The top and bottom sections of each element constitute the axial reflectors
and, because of differences in element design, separate data were supplied for
each of the 10 element types loaded during the experiments. Smeared data were
produced corresponding to 4 zones in the bottom axial reflector and 3 zones
in the top reflector; particular attention was paid to the representation
of voided regions which would enhance the neutron streamings). Detailed
specifications were also provided for radial reflector components and the
linked control rods(5).
A temperature of 75°C was suggested initially but further investigation
following the analysis indicated that the temperature was more likely to
have been about 33°C.
The data were processed and presented to WIMS E in the form of material
densities and proportions by weight of each isotope or as isotopic number
densities. The microscopic cross section data were read from a 32 group
library used by the UKAEA for HTR applications. This library was derived
from a 69 group master library which has been adjusted in the light of integral
measurements made in a number of experiments in graphite and water systems.
The data are generally derived from UKAEA data files.
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4. THE METHOD OF ANALYSIS
The modular WIMS E scheme^) has been used throughout the analysis*
The analysis can be considered in three main stages. Firstly lattice
calculations determine the element flux fine structure which is used in the spatial
smearing of the cross section data; then a whole reactor
calculation is used to obtain suitable spectra for group condensation of the
cross sections and finally a reactor flux calculation determines the reaction
rate distributions and reactivity estimate.
For the lattice calculations the flexibility of WIMS E is of considerable
benefit in allowing detailed geometric representations of the many different
kinds of fuel element in the Dragon reactor. Different levels of
representation are also possible In the reactor spectrum and flux calculations.
In this analysis both spectra and fluxes were obtained from 3-dimensional reactor
calculations based on diffusion theory but other approaches could have been
adopted instead. For example the 3-dimensional reactor spectrum calculation
used in this first analysis of the experiments was based on element sized
meshes. This would be expected to lead to accurate predictions of element
averaged fission rates but would be capable of improvement for predicting the
sharp changes in flux and spectrum that occur at the edge of the core. By the
nature of WIMS E, data derived during this first analysis could be used in an
improved spectrum calculation which might be based on a 3-dimensional Multi-cell
WIMS model as outlined in Reference 6(a); the Multi-cell WIMS method allows
variable size of meshes so that finer meshes can be concentrated in regions
of rapidly varying spectrum and coarser meshes elsewhere.
A simplified flow chart in Figure 6 shows the sequence of calculations actually
performed for the first analysis and the following paragraphs provide further
details of each stage.
4.1

RESONANCE SHIELDING- CALCULATIONS

As a preliminary to the main analysis resonance shielding calculations
were performed for each channel of every element using either the UKAEA
code PROCOlC ®a) (which is preferred for annular geometry) or the
recently improved Dragon code SIGPE(8b) which is adopted for teledial
geometries. These calculations embrace annular, teledial and other
geometries, U-238 and Th-232 resonance absorbers, varying degrees of
Dancoff interaction and wide variations in enrichment. The results
of these calculations were fed into WIMS E in the form of group independent
Bell factors(7).
4.2

SINGLE ELEMENT CALCULATIONS

Most analyses of experimental reactors start with fine group lattice
calculations to determine fluxes and spectra for spatial smearing and
group collapsing of the cross section data. In this analysis the
spectrum calculation occurs at a later stage in the form of a whole
reactor calculation; the sole purpose of the lattice calculations is to
determine the axial and radial fine structure in the flux within each
element in order to
smear the cross section data over individual
channels or whole elements. There is a lattice calculation for each element.
The first stage of each lattice calculation determines the radial component of
the flux fine structure within each channel; the second stage determines the
axial fine structure.
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The radial variation of flux within each channel is determined by a
multi-cell WIMS calculation^) based on collision probability theory.
This calculation takes account of the effect of neighbouring channels
on the flux fine structure within a channel but it is not directly
concerned with an accurate determination of the relative flux levels
between channels since spatial smearing of the cross section data
only occurs over single channels. A 2 cell model is usually adopted
identifying experimental and driver channels as shown in Figure 5»
Nevertheless, in some cases, further cell types were introduced to
account for differences in driver channels and other features.
Radially smeared channel data from the Multi-cell WIMS calculation
is then used in R-Z or HEX-Z calculations to determine the axial
flux variations due to graphite end caps between fuel pins and other
features which would be difficult to represent in detail in the
whole reactor calculations. The calculations are based an diffusion
theory but, for the marked flux peaking in the graphite end caps, it
has been shown that diffusion theory produces an effect similar to that
predicted by transport theory calculations^0). These axial
calculations generally covered a single pin length plus associated end caps
but were sometimes extended to include axial and azimuthal variations
in channel loading.
Axial smearing of the cross sections then produces channel-averaged data
for specified axial zones. However, element-averaged data can also be
produced at this stage by radial smearing over driver and experimental
channels together. Both channel- and element-averaged data will be needed for
subsequent reactor calculations.
For those elements that were previously irradiated in Charge HI a simple
element burn-up calculation is performed, again using Multi-cell WIMS
to calculate the spectra in individual channels. The burn-up data that
have been supplied by the Dragon Project come from earlier CREAM
calculations(A-) performed by Dragon and while the information covers
average ratings and dwell times for the experimental and driver channels
of each element, the level of historical detail does not warrant a
very detailed burn-up calculation. Core averaged, group dependent
buckling3 were used in the bum-up calculations adjusted to produce a
critical spectrum, and the estimated (CREAM) total irradiations for each
element were achieved with appropriate dwell times for each channel
separately.
Further details of the element calculations are reported in Reference 6b.
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4.3

REFLECTOR DATA

The derivation of fine group reflector data for the reactor calculations
was straightforward although special attention was given to axial streaming
in void regions. Vacant control rod channels in the radial reflector
were not treated explicitly but smeared into the surrounding graphite with
appropriate adjustments to account for neutron streaming. Smearing of
reflector components was achieved with simple volume weighting.
4.4 CONTROL ROD DATA
On the other hand the derivation of control rod data involves a number of
novel features. The aim is to produce appropriate control rod data for
reactor calculations in which each control rod will be smeared over a
zone equal to an Integra] number of meshes. The UKAEA approach is to
derive cross section data for this zone from a transport theory calculation
on a fine mesh supercell model which represents the control rod and its
environment as accurately as possible. The derived data is then adjusted
so that a corresponding supercell calculation using diffusion theory on a
coarser mesh (the same mesh that will be used in the reactor
calculations) will produce the same total reactions in the control rod zone
and the same leakage into that zone. This approach has been shown to be
adequate for a number of within core configurations. The problem is in
choosing a suitable superoell model and deciding on the shape and size
of the control rod zone in the reactor calculations. For the Dragon
reactor this is not straightforward because
(a)

The control rods are situated in the reflector close to the core and,
in the IN/OUT mode, they are positioned in an irregular azimuthal
pattern.

(b)

The control rods are not conveniently positioned with respect to the
hexagonal mesh structure of the reactor calculations.

(c)

The control rods are made up of 4 unequal boronated sections
connected by substantial steel link sections which, for the ZN/OtTT mode,
are at the same height as the radial scans were made.

(d)

Interaction effects may be significant; even for isolated rods the
neighbouring vacant control rod channels may have a significant
perturbing influence.

Due to a loss of Dragon staff an investigation into these features by the
Dragon Projectile) did not progress far enough to produce positive
recommendations. Thus the analysis follows previous Dragon practice(lO)
in isolating each control rod to a single hexagonal mesh in the reaotor
calculations. For the final reactor flux calculation this means that the
control rods were smeared over an hexagonal mesh equal in area to l/?th
of an element. It also involves slight movements of the rod centre
positions amounting to less than + 1 cm radially and up to 2 cm asimuthally
for some rods. The steel link sections were treated as absorbers and
considered similarly to the boronated sections.
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Initially a 2-dimensional supercell model (Figure 7) was set up to simulate
the environment of the most important control rod next to the experimental
sector and to serve also for the other control rods. The calculation used
a collision probability method based on the modules FIJ and Pip(ll).
Unfortunately it was not possible to apply a set of simple boundary
conditions to the problem that would even approximately represent the true
flux distribution around the control rod. Thus a 1-dimensional supercell
model (Figure 7) was adopted for the first run through the analysis.
Nevertheless an investigation into the effect of using a 2-dimensional
model was concluded at a later stage in the analysis and is reported
in later sections.
4.5 REACTOR CALCULATIONS
Having obtained homogenised fine group data for all the reactor components
a preliminary condensation of the cross section data from 32 to 20 groups was
performed using spectra obtained from a simplified 2-dimensional reactor
calculation based on
approximate data. The purpose of this preliminary
condensation was to reduce the cost of the main spectrum calculation,
a 3-dimensional reactor calculation using the diffusion theory
module SNAP(1 2) with a mesh structure of 1 mesh per element. The cost of
the main spectrum calculation was further reduced by truncating the radial
reflector. Having obtained element-averaged condensing spectra the cross
section data for each fuel channel and all reflector components were
condensed from 20 to 3 groups for use in the subsequent reactor flux
calculation.
The reactor flux calculation is also a 3-dimensional diffusion theory calculation
but it is based on a hexagonal mesh structure of 7 meshes per element
(i.e. one mesh per channel) with 34 axial meshes to cover the very detailed
axial structure; again the radial reflector is truncated. This calculation
is then edited to produce reaction rates for detectors that were placed
in actual foil locations during the earlier single element calculations;
the detector cross sections contain fine structure factors making them
directly applicable to the actual foil locations.
TABLE I
SUMMARY OF MAIN REACTOR CALCULATIONS

Size of
Hexagonal
Meshes

No of
Groups

Reactor Spectrum Calc
Reactor Flux Calc

20
3

No of
Axial
Meshes

1 MesiVElement
7 Meshes/Element
__________________L

7

13
34
-

Truncated
Radial
Refl.

Yes
Yes

No of
x-Section
Sets

274
943

4.6

SNAP-SHOT CALCULATIONS

Details of the flux distribution in regions of special interest can be
calculated more accurately in WIMS E by using boundary conditions derived
from the reactor flux solution in a fine mesh transport theory
calculation covering the region of interest.
A snap-shot calculation of this kind has been used to provide an improved
representation of the control rods in the reflector. A collision
probability calculation with the modules PIJ/PIP is performed on the
2-dimensional supercell model mentioned earlier (Figure 7) with applied
boundary conditions derived from the reactor flux calculation, thus
replacing the 1 -dimensional supercell calculation used for the first run
through the analysis.
A 2-dimensional snap-shot calculation was also used to resolve discrepancies
between theory and measurement for element 0/0 at the core centre (see
Section 5)» A seven element model was set up centred on element 0/0 and using,
for convenience, zero current boundary conditions on the outside. Comparisons
between a 20 group,fine mesh, collision probability calculation on this
model and corresponding 20 group and 3 group SNAP diffusion theory
calculations provided valuable information concerning the causes of the
observed discrepancies.
Having opted for a straightforward reactor spectrum oaloulation using
element sized meshes instead of a more sophisticated treatment allowing finer
meshes it was not expected that the reactor calculations would be able to
predict the sharp changes of flux and spectrum at the edge of the core.
Nevertheless, improved estimates of channel powers in these regions
could be obtained with snap-shot calculations of this type although none
have been performed.
5. A COMPARISON OF RESULTS FROM EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
Measurements that are available for comparison with the analysis include
reactivity, axial and radial U-235 fission rate scans and reaction rate ratios
Pv/U, FFR and RCR in a few elements. The U-235 fission rate measurements
are an extensive and consistent set of results. On the other hand the
spectrum indicators were only included as back up measurements and lack of
time for the experiments meant that a comprehensive set of repeated measurements
was not possible. A number of inconsistencies in the measured reaction rate
ratios have been reported^) and this lack of consistency makes it impossible
to draw reliable conclusions between the predicted and measured results.
Further work on these results does not seem Justified but, for completeness,
a tabulation of the results will be produced later.
Thus this discussion of the results concentrates on the U-235 fission rate
scans. Two irradiations were performed for all elements in the experimental
zone (Figure 2) except elements 5/5 and 5/6 , each of which had foils loaded
in only one irradiation.
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5.1

REACTIVITY

For this critical experiment the reactivity predicted by the 3 group,
3-dimensional reactor flux calculation was O.84 N using control rod data
derived from a 1-dimensional supercell model. Improving the derivation
of control rod data with a 2-dimensional superoell model lead to a predicted
reactivity of -0.16 N. Both results are within + 1N of critical and are
considered satisfactory.
5.2

AXIAL U-255 FISSION RATE DISTRIBUTIONS

Axial U-235 fission rate distributions were made in the seven elements
shown in Table II. For element 0/0 the scans were made using foils in the
trefoil position between channels 1,2 and 7 while in the other six
elements the foils were loaded at the centre of channel 2 (see Figure 5).
In comparing the predicted and measured distributions the results have
been normalised to the same mean fission rate over the height of the core.
The results for elements 0/0, 3/5 and 4/5B are shown in Figures 8, 9
and 1 0 respectively; the results for 3/5 and V5B are typical of all other
elements. Differences between the measured distributions for irradiations
1A and 1B do not seem to be significant except for 0/0 where some foils were
apparently misplaced in irradiation 1 A.
It is apparent that the plateaux in the distributions for all the D16
elements (i.e. excluding element 0/0) are being well reproduced by the
analysis. No measurements were made in the end cap zones to substantiate
the size of the peaks predicted by the analysis. Indeed in normalising
the curves to the same mean fission rate these peaks have been ignored.
The relative worths of the top and bottom reflectors are also well
predicted although the analysis appears to overestimate the reflector
peaks.
TABLE II
AXIAL FORM FACTORS

Element
Position

0/0
1/5
5/5
V5A
4/5B
5/5
5/6

Theory

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

.251
.230
.229
.258
.233
.258
.275

Experiment

Discrepancy
%

1 .268
1 .255
1 .242
1 .254
1.236
1.276
1.279

-d -3
-2.0
-1 .0
+0.3
—0.2
-1 .4
-0.3

Table II compares the measured and predicted axial form factors for each
element where the form factor is defined as the peak/average U-235 fission
rate for the fuelled core and the associated discrepancies are expressed as
(Theory/Experiment -1)%. The average discrepancy is -1 + \<f0m These results
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show that the analysis can accurately reproduce the axial power shapes
for the IN/OUT mode of control rod operation. It still has to be
demonstrated that
good axial power shapes can be produced for other
control rod configurations.
5.3

B APT AT. U-255 FISSION RATE DISTRIBUTIONS

Measurements of the U-235 fission rate distribution across the core have
been made at three levels, namely at the core centre plane and 40 cms above
and below.
These measurements were made in 8 elements in a sector of
the core and in one element opposite that sector (figure 2). Foils were
placed at the centre of driver channels except for element 0/0 where the
foils were placed in the trefoil positions (Figure 5).
5.4

ELEMENT-AVERAGED FISSION BATES

Although measurements were not made in all driver channels of these
elements an element-averaged fission rate has been defined as the mean
over all channels in which measurements were made. Table III compares
the measured and predicted values of these element-averaged fission
rates showing the discrepancies for each of the three levels; the
analysis results used in deriving this table came from the reactor
calculation which used the improved control rod data.
TABLE III
ELEMENT AVERAGED U-235 FISSION RATES

,
Element
Po sition
40 cm Below

Centre Plane

0/0

1/5

-3.0

%/5
3/5
4/2A
V5A
V5B
5/5
5/6

-2.0

/ Theory
. x. ^
- ^Experijnent - /*

See Text
-1 .8
-4.3
+1.5
-1.7

+3.5
+0.7
+3-6
-2.3
—0.4
+6.7

+1.0
-5.0
—4.0
+2.3

40 cm Above

+2.4

+0.0
+3.6
-0.4
+2.3
-2.1
-0.3
+3.2

In presenting these results the measured and predicted fission rates have
been normalised to the same total fission rate averaged over all three
levels,excluding element 0/0 from the average. The discrepancy for
element 0/0 would be about + 1 7% and this clearly identifies element 0/0
as a particular problem. Excluding 0/0 the standard deviation in the
discrepancies for the 3 levels together is + 3.0% against reported
overall uncertainties of up to + 1.5% in the measured fission rates(2).
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Various reasons were suggested13) for the discrepancy in element 0/0
but results from subsequent ’snap-shot* calculations as described
in Section 4 demonstrated that a major part of the discrepancy is due to
the inability of the present reactor calculations to predict correctly
the flux gradients in the neighbourhood of element O/O. Results from
a 20 group, fine mesh, transport theory calculation on a model of the
7 elements centred on 0/0 were compared with 20 group and 3 group
diffusion theory calculations using coarser meshes (including the
hexagonal mesh structure of the reactor calculation). It was found that
the ratio U-235 fission rate in element 0/0 was consistently about 12%
U-235 fission rate in element 1/5
higher in the diffusion theory calculations than in the transport theory
calculation. This result did not appear to be sensitive to the choice
of 3 group or 20 group data for the diffusion theory calculations suggesting
that the use of element-averaged spectra for cross section condensation
was not a limiting factor in this respect.
This result has been used to adjust the predicted fission rate for element
0/0 and Table IV shows the residual discrepancies in the U-235 fission
rate that are then obtained for the centre plane. In Table IV the
result for element 0/0 has been included in the normalisation of the centre
plane results to a mean discrepancy of zero. The results for element 0/0
in all three planes are now in reasonable agreement with the measured values.
TABLE IV
ELEMENT AVERAGED U-235 FISSION RATES

Element
Position
0/0
1/5
2/5
3/5
V2A
V5A
V5B
5/5
5/6

Experiment

Theory

Discrepancy =
(ggEL '
1 )*
'Experiment

1 .263
1 .108
0.984
0.917
0.771
0.907
0.901
1.1 27
1 .022

1 .326
1 .096
0.948
0.938
0.764
0.923
O.863
1 .090
1 .053

+5.0
-1 .1
+2.3
+1.7
-4.3
-3.3
-3.7
-1.0
+3.0

5.5 CHANNEL FISSION RATES
Discrepancies between measured and predicted channel fission rates for the
centre plane are shown in Figure 11 % very similar results are obtained
for the planes above and below. The normalisation is similar to that used
in producing Table III; thus the mean discrepancy is zero over the 3
levels excluding element 0/0 from the normalisation. Again a rough
adjustment has been made to the results for 0/0 to reflect the outcome
of the post-analysis investigation that was reported in Section 5,4*
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For the 3 elements 1/5, 2/5 and 3/5 which are away from the oore/reflector
interface the mean discrepancy over all 3 levels is
0.3 % with a
standard deviation of + 5.6^.
For the remaining elements
which are adjacent to the reflector there is clearly a strong systematic
discrepancy, with the analysis consistently underestimating the
reflector peaking effect at the edge of the core by about 20^
in the cross-element gradient. This effect is also shown in Table V
which compares the cross-element gradients defined as the mazimuq/minimum
U-235 channel fission rate for each element. Note that the discrepancy
for i*/2A is of opposite sign to the discrepancies for other elements at
the core edge: this is because the U-235 fission rates increase (rather
than decrease) towards the core centre for this element. It still implies
an underprediction of the reflector peaking effect.
TABLE V
U-235 FISSION RATES : CROSS-ELEMENT GRADIENTS FOR THE CENTRE PLANE

Element
Position

1/5
2/5
3/5
A/2A+
V5A
V5B
5/5
5/6

Maximum Measured
Gradient =
U-235 Fission Rate in Channel m
U-235 Fission Rate in Channel n

Gradient Predicted
by the Analysis for
the Same Channels

Discrepancy
.Theory
Experiment

1 .266 m = 4 and n = 2
1.288 m = 5 and n = 2
1 .071 m = 5 and n = 2

1 .094
1.155
1.124

-1 3.6
-10.3
+ 4.9

1.085
1.155
1 .245
1.450
1 .374

1.300
0.957
1.009
1.126
1.099

+1 9.8
-17.1
-19.0
-22.3
-20.0

m
m
m
m
m

=
=
=
=
=

2
2
2
1
2

and
and
and
and
and

n
n
n
n
n

=
=
=
=
=

5
4
6
4
5

For element Z*/2A the gradient between channels 2 and 5 has been shown
because the maximum gradient (1.1 39 between channels 2 and 4) does not
point directly out into the reflector as it does for all other elements
at the edge of the core
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This systematic component in the discrepancy is attributed mainly to the
use of a single element-averaged spectrum to condense the cross section
data for every channel within an element. Investigations by Dubofsky(°°) and
Patterson(W) lead us to expect discrepancies of this magnitude. Using
radial models of the reactor Dubofsky
showed that the U-235 fission
cross section varied by 11% across the outermost fuel elements in the
curtain mode of control rod operation and by 36% when there were no rods
present. Patterson
showed that the use of a constant condensing spectrum
to produce few group data for the outer ring of elements could lead to
errors of up to 40% in the gradient at the edge of the core for the unrodded
case (where, now, the gradient is being defined in its usual sense).
If this systematic discrepancy can be removed by improving the calculation
of the rapidly changing spectrum at the core/reflector interface, either
in the main analysis or by means of subsequent snap-shot calculations, it
seems likely that acceptable estimates of channel powers at the core edge
could be achieved. In any case, in spite of the poor estimates of cross
element gradients at the edge of the core it seems likely that the U-235
fission rate for the central channel of each element will be fairly
well predicted, consistent with the accuracy achieved in the prediction
of element-averaged fission rates (Table III), After all it is usually
this central,
experimental channel that is of most interest to the sponsors
of fuel experiments.
Other features are apparent if one compares the results in Figure 11 with the
experimental results shown in Reference 2. As expected, diffusion theory
tends to smooth out the peaks and valleys in the U-235 fission rate distribution
throughout the core; for example the fairly strong gradients observed across
elements 1/5 and 2/5 (see Table V) are both being underpredioted by about
10%, probably for this reason. Also the maximum gradient
for elements at the edge of the core is sometimes predicted to be in a
different direction from the measured maximum gradient. This, too, can
probably be attributed to the relative coarseness of the mesh used in the
spectrum calculation.
To summarise, the analysis as it stands produces errors in the predicted
channel
powers having a standard deviation of +
7.8
%^ over all 3
levels. The largest discrepancies occur in elements at the edge of the core;
this is a systematic effect that can be blamed on the use of a relatively
coarse mesh in the spectrum calculation. The predicted channel powers
could be improved considerably by applying an adjustment to the results
at the core edge to account for this systematic component in the discrepancies.
6.

OTHER ASPECTS OF THE ANALYSIS

Some results obtained during the course of the analysis can be compared with
corresponding results from previous analyses performed by the Dragon Project.
These are reported in the following paragraphs.
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6.1

BURN-UP CALCULATIONS

The core contained, irradiated fuel in seme channels of 17 elements. However,
the importance of the irradiated elements should not be exaggerated since
only 61 channels out of 247 were irradiated and of these 42 are highly
enriched driver channels whose fuel composition will be determined
primarily by the total bum-up sustained. Only the composition of the
remaining 19 low enriched experimental channels will be sensitive to the
environmental spectrum effects. The burn-up model used in the analysis was
introduced in Reference 6b. Comparing the U-235 depletions predicted by
WIMS with earlier CREAM calculations^) performed by the Dragon Project
there appears to be a general tendency for WIMS to predict a U-235 depletion
for the experimental channels which is about 8% higher than that predicted
by CREAM. For driver channels the mean discrepancy was only 3.5%• A
comparison of both sets of results with PIE records might throw some light
on the discrepancy.
6.2

THE TRUNCATED RADIAL REFLECTOR

Since the core represents less than l/7th of the total cross sectional
area of the Dragon reactor the radial reflector has been truncated in
order to reduce the convergence time of the reactor calculations.
To compensate for the effects of the truncation either modified boundary
conditions must be applied in the form of extrapolation distances or the
density of the radial reflector must be increased. We have closely followed
Dragon Project advice and practiceO 5) in choosing to increase the
density of the outer regions of the truncated reflector. For the reactor
flux calculation the increased density region is about 12 ems thick and covers
the inner region of the static reflector. The density is modified in a
2-dimensional model representing a plane of the reactor to achieve the same
reactivity estimate in full and reduced reflector calculations. The required
density factor was found to be 3.12 for the (IN/OUT) mode of control rod
operation. This agrees well with results reported by the Dragon Project(l 5)
for the unrodded case. Checks were performed on the group fluxes from the full
and reduced reflector calculations and showed maximum errors of 0.2$>
in the core and 2in the inner live reflector.
6.3

DERIVATION OF CONTROL ROD DATA

A complete account of all aspects that were considered in the deviation of
control rod data will be given later.
This section considers
only the sensitivity of the results to two different methods of deriving
the data.
In Section 4 it was stated that smeared control rod data had been derived
from transport theory calculations on fine mesh superoell models of the
control rod environment. Firstly a 2-dimensional superoell model was set
up (Figure 7) to represent the asymmetric features of the control rod
environment. This had to be abandoned due to the difficulty in choosing
simple boundary conditions that would even approximately reproduce the actual
flux distribution around the control rod. Instead a 1-dimensional model
was used in which the control rod was surrounded by a graphite annulus
and then 1 8 elements of fuel. The control rod and graphite together were equal in
area to one element so that the graphite thickness corresponded fairly
well to the mean distance of the control rods from the core at closest
approach. Following the first analysis boundary conditions were derived
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from the reactor flux solution and applied to the original 2-dimensional
model. This model attempts a realistic allocation of the relative
positions of core, empty control rod channels and solid reflector
around the control rod of interest. Data derived from this 2-dimensional
modelwere used in a repeat of the reactor flux calculation and lead to a
reduction in the reactivity estimate from + O.84 N to - 0.1 6 N. However
the radial distributions were not greatly affected. Table VI shows the
effect of using improved control rod data on the prediction of elementaveraged U-235 fission rates. Use of the 2-dimensional model to produce
control rod data produces no significant changes in the U-235 fission
rates compared with the results obtained with the 1-dimensional control
rod model.
TABLE VI
ELEMENT-AVERAGED U-235 FISSION RATES IN THE CENTRE PLANE USING DIFFERENT
CONTROL ROD DATA

Element
Position

1-Dimensional
Control Rod Model

2-Dimensional
Control Rod Model

Percentage
Change

0/0

1.447

1/5
3/5
5/5

1 .462
1 .077

1 .0

1.067

0.927
0.917

0.932
0.921

0.6

4/2A
V5A
V5B
5/5
5/6

0.760

0.750
0.907
0.847
1 .070
1 .034

-1 .2
-0.5
-0.4
-0.7
-0.9

0.911
O.851
1.078

1.043

0.9
0.5

The results are normalised to the same total fission rate.
adjustments have been made to the results for element 0/0.

No

It should be noted that the adjusted control rod data derived by this
approach involves negative cross sections in the thermal group. This
is mainly because of the steep flux gradients which 00our in the reactor
calculations when a control rod is concentrated into a single small
mesh. While these negative cross sections apparently cause no difficulty
in the calculation, leading to negative fluxes and positive reactions,
in principle they could give rise to problems with convergence.
Deriving control rod data from a 2-dimensional model should
make it easier to
obtain appropriate adjusted control
rod data smeared over more than one mesh, thus alleviating the
potential problems associated with negative cross sections.
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7.

DISCUSSION

At this stage it would be appropriate to carry out a thorough review of methods
before proceeding to the analysis of the other experiments with different
control rod configurations. Such a review was included in the original
,
programme for this work, but this has not yet been possible. The analysis
should be revised where necessary, and then tested on the curtain mode
experiment which would also demonstrate how well the analysis is able to
predict the changes in axial power shapes. A preliminary review immediately
suggests a number of features that should be noted for future experimental
analyses or core following exercises; some of these features are discussed
in the following paragraphs.
While the present reactor spectrum calculation is good enough for predicting
macroscopic power shapes and reactivity, channel powers for elements at
the edge of the core will continue to show large discrepancies unless the
calculation of the rapidly changing spectrum in this region can be improved.
For the experimental analysis one might contemplate (a) replacing the
present spectrum calculation with a 3’dimensional Multi-cell WIMS model having
a fine mesh at the core edge as suggested in Reference 6a, or (b) eliminating
the reactor spectrum calculation and, instead, performing spectrum calculations
for each elemait based on 7 element supercell models which represent
the environment and yet allow a fine mesh or (c) reducing the number of
axial meshes in the reactor flux calculation to accommodate the use of more
(say 9) energy groups.
Control rod data has been derived from transport theory calculations on both
1- and 2-dimensional supercell models. Using the two sets of data no
significant differences in the radial U-235 fission rate distributions were
apparent and, although there was a 1N difference in the estimated reactivity,
both estimates were within 1N of critical. On the basis of this limited
experience, which ought to be confirmed for other rod configurations, it
appears that the 1 -dimensional superoell model shewn in Figure 7 is adequate
for producing control rod data smeared over a single channel area.
The analysis has been notably successful in predicting the peaks and plateaux
of the axial power shapes and the relative worths of top and bottom reflectors.
It is difficult to see how this could have been achieved without the
detailed and accurate representation of the axial reflectors and the substantial
graphite end caps between the fuel pins in the D16 elements; it suggests
that the more common procedure of smearing the end caps throughout the fuel
may not be adequate.

The radial distributions of U-235 fission rate produced by the first run
through the analysis were in reasonable agreement with the measured
distributions with the notable exception of the results for element 0/0
which were about 11% too high. Subsequent investigations showed that the
major part of this error was due to the inability of the reactor flux calculation
to predict the flux gradients in this region. Element 0/0 does not follow the
usual pattern of high enriched driver channels surrounding a low enriched
experimental channel (having, instead, low enriched drivers and a high
enriched experiment) and the analysis shows that it lies in a strong
macroscopic gradient; knowing this perhaps it is
not surprising that
diffusion theory was not able to predict correctly the flux distribution
into this element. Extrapolating upon this experience one might expect
similar difficulties in future whenever neighbouring elements have very
dissimilar compositions or lie in strong flux gradients. It would be worth
studying (a) how to recognise such an element and (b) how best to improve
the predictions of the flux in this situation.
The man-power effort involved in collecting and processing the data and
performing the single element calculations for this analysis was many times
greater than the time spent on the rest of the analysis. This time could be
greatly reduced if it were possible to implement an automated data collection
and processing system for the Dragon reactor.
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8.

SUMMARY

A zero energy experiment on the Dragon reactor has been analysed in considerable
detail using the WIMS E scheme of modular codes. Reactivity was predicted
to within 200 nW. The axial power shapes and the relative worths of top
and bottom axial reflectors were very well reproduced for this particular
control rod configuration in which 8 rods were fully inserted and the rest
fully withdrawn. The macroscopic radial distribution of U-235 fission rates
is also well reproduced; the only significant discrepancy in the uncharacteristic
central element 0/0 was shown to be caused by the inability of diffusion
theory to predict the flux gradients into this element. As expected the
predictions of channel powers near the edge of the core suffer from the
limitations imposed by the relatively coarse mesh of the spectrum calculation
but could be improved by alternative spectrum calculations in the main
analysis or by reactor flux calculations in more energy groups.
Two remaining zero energy experiments with different control rod configurations
could be analysed in a much shorter time and at minimum expense following a
review of methods.
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